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Spooky goings-on on the banks 
of the Soar but Rob Wootton is 
convinced there’s truth behind the 
legend of an all-round groundbait!
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D ue to the peggy nature of  
commercials in winter, a lot of  my 
� shing revolves around natural 

venues and silver � sh. They’re often much 
more reliable, and from most pegs on 
rivers you can at least get bites when, on 
commercials, one bite is as much as you’ll get!

This season I’ve been � shing the Soar 
Valley Winter League and, despite the fact 
that it’s a river I’ve neglected in the past, it’s 
been a real journey for me, showing how 
varied river � shing can be through several 
changeable months. Of  course, in any match 
� shing situation a good peg means a lot, but 
feeding and, more importantly, the feed you 
introduce can be key to making more of  that 
good peg. 

This part of  the River Soar is canalised, 
deep and with a pace that is best described 
as medium. It’s pretty typical of  many 
stretches of  river in the UK. However, it’s also 
very clear, especially through winter, and 
although I don’t think � sh on the bottom 
can see that much above them (such as poles 
being waved about) water clarity certainly 
will put them on edge if  only because they 
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»

Venue File
RIVER SOAR
Location: Sutton Bonington, Notts
Directions: Leave the M1 at Junction 24 
and take the A6 towards Kegworth. Cross 
the Soar on Station Road and then turn 
right into College Road past the university 
buildings. Turn into Marle Pit Lane and then 
right into Soar Lane until you arrive at the 
designated parking area near the river
Contact: Loughborough Soar Angling Society 
(Stan Sharpe) on 07702 305132 for 
information and tickets details
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Groundbaiting on 
rivers usually means 
employing personal-
favourite mixes 
perfected over the 
years. But is there 
a true ‘all-round’ 
groundbait for rivers? 
Middy’s Rob Wootton 
reckons so…
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can see further and clearer, so will pick up on 
anything that looks unnatural.

Ask anyone who is familiar with river 
� shing throughout the year and they’ll tell 
you that in clear water a dark mix is a must. 
There are plenty of  dark-brown and almost-
black mixes out there 
that you can use 
straight from the bag 
but, as the same people 
will tell you, very few 
are actually 100 per 
cent perfect. This is 
usually down to the 
wrong combination 
of  colour and texture. 
Some are totally black 
but with very coarse particles; others aren’t 
dark enough but they have � ne particles that 
are good for winter. Most river regulars will 
advise using the mix with the perfect texture 

that can be darkened, rather 
than the one with the right 
colour that’s too coarse.

The mix I’ve settled on is a 
combination of  Dynamite Baits 
Silver X Original and Silver 
X Roach. Original is pretty 
dark anyway but has that all-
important � ne texture required 
when � sh don’t actually want a 
high-feed-content mix. The Silver 
X Roach is darker, and by using 
a quarter of  a bag of  this to a 
full bag of  Original, the balance 
between texture and colour 
becomes perfect. 

With regard to mixing the 
groundbait, I’d say that for this 
amount of  groundbait about two 
pints of  water is a good starting 
point. If  it feels too dry after you’ve 

left it to soak in for 15 minutes then just 
add small amounts of  water until the actual 
consistency is such that you can form a ball 
in a few squeezes without it falling to pieces. 
Mixing groundbait really is one of  those 
things that you get used to over time, but as 

long as it’s not dry 
then it’ll be useable.

Because of  the 
depth I’m also adding 
some leam, which 
won’t do anything 
to the colour of  the 
mix (although dark 
soils, instead of  leam, 
will). The leam is 
there to avoid adding 

a groundbait with extra binding power. A 
small amount of  leam riddled into the wetted 
� nal mix will just give it the weight to make it 
go down the full depth of  the swim, without 
breaking up at mid-depth.

Feeding is the key to catching � sh, but at 
the same time it is the most variable factor in 
� shing. As always with winter � shing, a more 

Slim fl oats really have come to the fore in 
recent seasons on the river scene. They offer 
very little resistance yet are stable, and you’re 
still able to hold them back without them 
riding up in the water. I also fi nd they’re less 
affected by surface chop than round-bodied 
patterns and they settle quicker, which is a 
bonus when fi shing on the drop with spread-
out shotting patterns.

For today’s swim, which is 12 feet deep, 
I’m using a 2g pencil fl oat. Shotting is 
straightforward – an olivette or a bulk of 
larger shot can be used as the main weight, 
because the fi rst requirement is to take the 
bait down in the deep water and make the 
fl oat fi sh as quickly as possible. I like to locate 
the bulk at least three feet from the hook with 
a spread of four No10s below. This ties in with 
catching smaller fi sh as the bait falls through 
the last metre or so of water.

My hook of choice is the brilliant Middy 
6313 pattern. Essentially, they’re designed as 
a lightweight commercial carp hook but I think 
they’re great for silver-fi sh work in the smaller 
sizes. The use of a barbless hook doesn’t harm 
the bait and when there’s chance of big perch, 
as there is here, I reckon they penetrate their 
bony mouths better. Being pre-tied hooks they 
make it a lot easier to get set up in the cold 
too. Today I’m using a size 20 to 0.10mm line. 
My main line is 0.12mm, and with a Middy 
6-8 elastic through three sections this is a 
very reliable set-up for deep water where you 
need that little extra tension to set the hook 
without bumping fi sh.

For those situations when you need to 
present a static bait I use a Cralusso fl at 
fl oat. There’s been a lot written about 
these in recent years, as they’ve basically 
revolutionised how anglers can now fi sh static 
baits in moving water without resorting to 
10g, 15g or 20g round-bodied patterns. 

Shotting is simple; I use a bulk set just off 
the bottom with two No10s (or No9s in a 
stronger fl ow) trundling along the bottom to 
keep the hook bait pinned to the riverbed. I set 
the rig so there’s between six and nine inches 
of line on the bottom. This rig is for those big 
perch and roach that essentially want a bait 
presented to them on a plate!

Winter Rigs

For fi shing maggots 
on rivers Rob actually 
uses a carp hook.

Rob always starts on double red maggot in case there’s a bonus fi sh attracted straightaway to the noise of the groundbait.
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2g pencil-shaped fl oat

0.12mm 

Olivette three 
feet from hook

Four equally spread 
No10 droppers

0.10mm hooklength

Size 20 Middy 6313

Later on, try 
casters for the 

bigger roach.

Feeding is the key to 
catching fish, but at the 
same time it is the most 
variable factor in fishing.
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conservative amount of  feed is required that 
you can top up as the session progresses.

Today I’m starting off  with eight apple-
sized balls containing a scattering of  dead 
red maggots, a handful of  hemp and enough 
casters so that each ball contains 20 or so. 
The hemp and casters are there to keep the 
� sh on the deck because they’re heavy and 
won’t be washed away so quickly, and the 
dead maggots are a good bet if  bigger � sh 
move in. It’s something I’ve been playing 
around with for a while and has helped when 
bream and big roach are around.

I always start on double red maggot on the 
hook, if  only to tempt a bonus � sh that may 
have moved straight onto the feed. If  none 
come, however, then it’s single maggot from 
then on, which small roach and perch seem 
to � nd irresistible.

With the pencil-� oat rig I can run the bait 
through just slower than the � ow, under close 
control. This should see the hook bait edge 
slowly over the feed. Also, I might � nd a few 
roach on the drop with this set-up, especially 
on milder days when they’ll be hunting 
freely for food. Try to vary the speed at which 
the rig goes down the swim; stop and then 
start the rig brie� y on the trot too, as this 
will allow the bait to � utter up and then 
back down again, and this can bring a bite.

I’ll tend to give this rig a couple of  hours 

You’ll often read about ‘activity levels’ in 
groundbaits. These basically relate to the 
particles contained in the mix and how many 
there are. Active particles sound quite 
technical, but in reality they’re usually larger 
particles, mostly oily hemp or biscuit, that 
‘jump’ out of the mix because they soak up 
moisture differently to the really fi ne particles 
that form the bulk of the groundbait.

As mentioned, hemp is generally the 
ingredient most commonly associated with 
active mixes. Crushed hemp has long been a 
favourite with roach anglers because of this. 
The oils and the fact that the seed shells don’t 
soak up moisture means they fl oat and rise 
through the water column, attracting fi sh that 
are above the feed.

You can generally tell an active mix even 
before you’ve wetted it because there will 
be a wide range of particle sizes. Fine mixes 
that have few particles are pretty inactive. 
It’s possible to tweak mixes as well, by adding 
more water or riddling out the large particles. 
Removing the particles altogether is easy with 
a really fi ne riddle, and by overwetting a mix 
and leaving it for longer to soak the water in 
even the large particles become dense and 
don’t fl oat around so much.

Active Mixes

Introduce more groundbait 
only when the frequency of 

bites diminishes or dries up.

and, as I � sh, I’ll try again with double 
maggot on the hook to induce any larger 
� sh to have a go at a more sizeable food item. 
Single caster must also be tried with larger 
� sh in mind. You do tend to � nd anyway that 
the � sh will gradually become larger as the 
session goes on.

As far as topping up goes, if  you’re getting 
bites regularly then there’s no need to re-feed. 
It’s only when there’s a distinct change in 
how and when the bites come that should 
dictate more feed being introduced. I’d never 
feed more than two balls (containing the 
same amount of  feed as at the start); even just 
a little extra feed can have a big effect and it’s 
at this time when the bigger � sh will generally 
have a go for a short while. Trying double 
baits on the hook again is the best way to see 
if  they’re present.

Really slowing the rig down, almost to 
a total stop, has seen some better-quality 

»

To get a light, fl uffy 
groundbait down in deeper water use leam riddled into the mix.
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Double fi gures and proof 
that you can do a lot with 
the simplest groundbait 
combination.

roach up to 10oz come about three metres 
downstream of  the feed. When feeding 
groundbait on rivers many anglers are under 
the impression that because the ball is fed (for 
example) straight in front, that’s where it will 
land and break up. The reality is that the ball 
won’t be that affected by the � ow (although 
it may land just a short distance downstream 
from where it was introduced), but when it 
starts to break up a trail of  food will spread 
some metres down the � ow. 

Fish relying on natural food will rarely get 
the chance to gorge themselves in a shoal 
in one area, so they’ll line up over the feed 
making sure they have their own space in 
which to feed, and then in their own time. 
The big   sh usually keep away from the 
main food   ght and will generally be further 
down the peg. That’s when inching the bait 
through and   shing a little further down the 
peg can often bring such good results with 
bonus   sh. It’s also another reason why a � at 
� oat can sometimes be the best bet for bigger 
  sh, as you can present a static bait in a spot 
of  your choice, away from the small   sh that 
will settle right over the main feed. 

My two last chucks, before the heavens 
open, produce just the kind of  bonus   sh 
that are required to win matches in the 
shape of  a nice, chunky skimmer bream and 
a magni  cent 12oz perch, both taken on 
a double-caster hook bait presented static 
under the � at � oat some metres away from 
the main feed. River   shing, especially when 
it’s cold and clear, is all about making these 
sort of  decisions, and when they pay off  it’s 
all the sweeter! APF

Bonus fi sh like this 
skimmer will usually 
show towards the 
end of a session.
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Inching the bait through 
and fishing a little further 
down the peg can often 
bring good results with 
bonus fish.
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